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The Firebrand

The Dominican College,
of

Son Rafael,
California.
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With acknowledgments to
MARIE SERFF, '25
DEBORAH PENTZ, '25
MARION FORRESTER, '26
LESLIE JACOBS, '26

MILDRED BELMONTE,'26

MONIE RUDKIN,'27
CLAIRE GRAHAM, '27

The death of Sister Mary Irene, one
of the most beloved Sisters

of the

Dominican Order, has been the great
sorrow of the College year.

Not only

is her death a bereavement to her

countless friends, but to all who have
ever known her.

The whole institution feels deeply
the loss of Sister Irene's presence, and
realizes the impossibility of ever filling
the void that has been made by her

death. To her untiring labor we owe
our library,—her successors have only

to continue what she began. Her vital
spirit, her force and her charm we can

not forget. Most of all we will miss
the encouragement she always gave
and the enthusiasm she always show

ed in everything that concerned the
College.
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AXXK !)(,!.I.ari)
l.iiuiiiia Stn-it,

A:in l-'r;uuisi-(,, Calif.

Ri.?.

I.UCII.LF. I.Il.l.TAN GOniN
Oakclale, Galif.

VXNVH MXNV

lil'.kNK F. -MARIF. IFI.JkLORINI
I'etalunia, Calif.

Rl ril AN XI-. MARION"
1,12 S. W ilt.m Drive.
1 .1 jV .\ II ei li-.-, I ;ilif.

lU ri l

XNXt'. MARION"
\.U S. W ilinii Drivi'
I .US

RI'TH AWl". MAUIoX
1.^2 S. \\ iltoii l)fivf

1.1 >- \iiui K -, ( alif.

lU'TM

\XXI-: MAKIoX
l.^i S, W ilti in 1 )rivi-,

1.1 !•« A II erlr>. ( alii.

lU' l M

\X\I-: MAklnX
!

S. Wihtiii Drivo

1.1 >•» AiiMiK-. I alif.

I

ATl.KF.N MAUDK STF.F.T.E

Yreka, Calif.

V.

HKl.KXK MARIK S'[-L'R I DX'AXT

Sail \tiM-lnni, Calif.

MARION GAI'.RIKI. WILSON

133 'rwLMity-nrst Avc.,
San I'raiuMSCd, Calif.

POETRY

SECTION

" TIk- !• irdiraiKl" sc'1i.h";> iIk' !< )1Ii iwiiiL^ jjocms as liu' iimsi
m lU'wort li \' I II' all tim-c that liasc- a|>])i.-aia'(i in tliL'
sciii ii i] ])a|)crs.

A THOUGHT

1 think tiiat ( lod is in a tciKUT miMKl.

Ami. |)ityiiiLf. locis man's maal for

la'iu'wi'd.

And lu'.ars the moan of Patience (h iii!..; er\'—
\\ hen l ie >ets tile new moon in tile twiiiyiit >k\'.

i tiiink l ie leans down from i i is starrx' iieiyiil
And sees iiow weary man is nf tlw liyiit
'idiat d;iy iiy day lie faces.

.\nd l ie wills

I hat troiihleil .sonis shonid he to see on hiyh

I iis streiyi^thenint^- symbol in the twilight sky.
.\'ow can I leel the ache o| beanie's thrill—

hor it's new moon time, and my heart is sl ill.
jesnior A. .'^wcrnev. '-A

MOUNT TAMALPAIS

\\ hat secrets in thine atfe-ohl soul must lie I
lo what ,^reat mysteries hast thon the ke\ ?
nionntain hriary-wise. unfold to me

The wisdom that the stars iniiiart I

The siyli

(b wanderiny winds; and e\er o'er the sea

I he billowy loy's caress—all these to thee

l la\e loiiy been known.

What do thee siynifv?

I hiis did I ;isk—and lo 1 the .answer came:

I he st<ii s thionyh ayes hold their sellsanie course.

So laith. in waeeriny. haads on throuyii strife.
\\ hde wind and wa\e and foy—all these acclaim
I h,it ewer is there manifest a force
heyond ibe |iower of man
hhernal life.
■Vaiuw I 'attison. Ahnnnii-
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MARJORY'S ODYSSEY

Sweet Marjory, grown tired of tlioughtless joys,
Of golf, of tennis and of idle boys,
Of nights beguiling 'neath a summer moon.
Of visits paid, again repaid too soon.
Of opera, of bridge, of games of chance.
Of swimming, of Mali Jongg and of the dance,
Turned from her life of unambitious ease

Where none but her sweet self she sought to please;
All idle ways and selfish joys forsook.
From her neglected shelf took down a book
Of Sociology and Welfare Work,

With binding tooled, the reading she had shirked
Because a trip to Europe had impended
And cut short the labored reading e'er 'twas ended.
To their perusal now she turned her thoughts.
And more than this, some active work she sought
That she might show her zeal for charity
■And of her set the busiest worker be.

Fler first thought was that she would be a nurse
To help those sick of small pox, grippe or worse.
The uniform was smart and very sweet.

White was becoming, and the cap most neat.
But tedious was the work that must be done.
Such labor e'er the uniform was won I

The tiresome task was really such a bore!
('Twould make her pretty hands both red and sore.)
She chose the Rubaiyat to read aloud;
Of her dramatic instinct she was proud.
Her victim was a deaf old Englishman,
He tried to hear, but could not understand.

Age had not made his testy temper sweet.
He made her stop, repeat, again repeat.
Her voice grew husky, and her patience lost.
She took her leave, and vowed she'd not be bossed—

She never in her life had had to mind.
He should be grateful when she'd been so kind.
Disgusted, she drove homeward in a huff:
Of Welfare Work and Service she'd enouMi

Sweet Marjory returned to thoughtless joys.

To golf, to dancing and to idle boys.

—H. M. '2.S
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DRAKE IN

CALIFORNIA

In vision from the cliff whereon I stand

T see the (loiden i iind upon the hav ;

Her decks still .^leaniini^- from the ocean s])ray,
She furls her ra.i^^^ed sails; a curt command.
And all the tall hron/.e bearded seamen land.

To fit their ship for its long homeward way,

Who leave to make this England for a day,
A cr)in of England's lying on the sand.
My soul is stirred by the same wind which blew

That ship and the name of I'-iigland to this coast.

The tang of salt adventure s in ni\' breath ;

And I am one with Drake's audacious ghost.

Where songs and ships and worlds are^'made anew.
And men adore the cold IHixabeth.
Theodore Ma\'nard

youth

The eyes of youth are mutinous and sweet;

Her lips untouched by passion cooly greet
A child, a fool, or stranger passing near •
And laugh at old and foolish tales of fear.

Ah God! 'tis sin I know to wish her dead.
With seven lighted candles at her head;

The frail white hands and changeling heart at rest.
And hushed the startling wings within her breast.'

She would not fear the dark, nor mind the cold;
And I should find great peace in being old.
Serene and calm as youth's dead self, I'd take
The paths that led me farthest from her wake.

But I must wait her length of quiet days
T

ways.

W.lh me what hcs beyond the last blue peak.
—M. R. '27
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KEYS

My spirit's door is of beaten gold,
With a lock that is firm and will always hold.
Though the work-a-day world past the door would see.
It cannot enter—it has no key.
I've many keys to my spirit's door
Unguessed by the work-a-day world. I've more
Than a hundred. They are the kind
Some people search for and never find;
A wave that is breaking and spilling the moon.
The soul-born note of a cloistered tune.

A tree on a hill. .A June day's blue.
,A fern's shadow dark'ning a violet's hue.
A fire's cracked voice, and the patter of rain

On the dried, frightened leaves scurrying wild in a lane.
A moment with God when the soul awes to find
The nearness of Mini to earth's sinful mankind.

A friend's quick response to a heart's troubled cry,
The touch of a loved hand.

A bird in the sky.

These are but a few of the keys that will fit

My spirit door's lock, and will open it.

Do you wonder the work-a-day world tries in vain

To open my door?

Yet the keys are quite plain.
-J. A.

THE JOY OF SPRING
With what dismay I look upon the snow
When first it tells me summer time has gone!
So white and silent is the cool, drear dawn,
From which distrust and sadness seem to grow.

It is, indeed, a feeling all of woe,

A vague and dull despair that's from me drawn.
If to some sunny country I might go.
But when I think of sun, I think of spring.
Of cool March winds, and merry April showers.
Of scarlet-breasted robins on the wing.

Of myriads of wa.xen pctaled flowers.

And once again my heart begins to sing

With joyful love for all this world of ours.

^^
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A SONNET

All tliinj^s thai siiattereci, empty, quiet are
Have found some kinsiiip wilii tiie lieart of me
That is as naked as a leafless tree.

And cold as steely .qleams of liqht that har
A width of sky and water, .qray and still
A cup that s broken into little bits,

A house that vacant-windowed stares and sits
Alone upon a bleak and windy hill.

The brow" stark bra,.cites h].,r t„ ,„is,v .,rce„

\\ hen Sprnig calls urRcmly t„ beast a.„l bird.
Bm no vo.ce echoes i„ ,„v heart one tvurd.

Beneath the son s tvarn, johi the ocean sleeps
rButi VrT
"T'"'
nothing'"Ibreaks
the cahn ,„y spirit heenkeeps.
-M. R. '27

little loves

You shared so many little loves with me ■
The
t""' silver,
upturned
The ra,„ that
played lining
a broken
nielodyleaves-'

And pattered sleepy rhythm on the eaves.

And green, benerthThrniTst'V''

'

one held a

And^pple
And
satisfiedbbs,so?'^
with"aU'o ^
Together lano-fied o. "

gold,
branch.
'^old,
time and chance.

But now tbpar 1 •

Tnt little loves ™f,1?
'

®«l'l=n tears,
'I'tntigh the years.
—

R. '27
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MY OTHER SELF

My Other Self and 1 stood on tlie sands
And watched the great moon making silver bands
Of long white waves to gird the shaggy rock.

Of sea birds, drugged with night,
Splashed noiseless shadows on the crystal beach,
As we walked just beyond the reach
Of ermine-fingered waves.

Then someone spoke to us, "Is not the night bewitched?
This violet sea in silver stitched,
The sky athrob with mystery."
My Other Self thrilled at the words.

Mere was an understanding heart.
Who held communion with the worlds apart,
\Vho knew what spell-bound dreams were.
Who could trace

•An angel's message on a dew-drop's face.
My Other Self held out her hand in joy.
Here truly after years of search was he
In whom her soul could find the harmony
Men seek for.

But 1, before his eager grasp she met

Cried ciuickly, "Late it grows, the moon has set.
The wind is chill and .1 must hurry home.

We turned, my Other Self and I,

And walked alone.

J"

CHAUCERIAN SONNETS

In every yeare wintere hath his day

With colde wynd and ice and snowe whyte.
Eke bitying froste nevere felt in May,
And shorte sonnelit houres and longe nyght,
Xow alle is darke and in ccnifucion

And men forget that there is ere a sprynge.

Faith, hope, are lost in darke delucion.

Till sonneshyne cometh and maketh theii hearte^ ^y &
And thus to every life come darke homes

WTien alle lookelh hopeless, bleak, and colde.
And men despareth of His mighty powers.

Then hope gleameth brihte and love is tolc e.
So in each life wintere must have his day
With darkness followed by the brighte May.

^^

'
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ALUMNAE

OFFICERS

MISS MADELINE MULDOON
2417 Blake Street, Berkeley, California.

Vice-Pre.sident

MRS. GEORGE LYI.E

2960 Magnolia Street, Berkeley, California.

Secretary-Treasurer
SISTER MARY FELIPA O S.D.
The Dominican College, San Rafael, California.

fcilTi limn
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ALUMNAE NOTES
'J^HE AJumnae Notes include, besides news of the members of our first two
graduating classes, news of the students who have received Junior
Certificates. Before the Alumnae was the Alumnae, we heard of many and
curious careers that were to be, but when we looked into the question we
found that—

Beatrice Lafferty returned to The Dominican College to do post grad
uate work.

Loretta Hart is in San Francisco.

She still keeps up her work as well

as her interest in dramatics.

Camilla Malone has a teaching fellowslii]) in the French Department at

the Southern Branch of the University of California.
Leona Lydon and Mary Valla are enjoying life in Los Angeles.

Barbara Taylor is studjdng at the University of California for her
Masters degree.
Alice Queen has returned from her Euroiiean trip, and is now in
Berkeley.

Evelyn Eaton is doing creditable work at Stanford.
Elizabeth Smith is teaching at .St. Vincent's Orphan Asylum.
Dorothy Wall is at Dutch Flats recuperating from an illness.

Grace Spottiswood has given up teaching, and has a position in one of

Bie large insurance companies in San Francisco.

Mary Carls received her B. A. from the University of California at

fristnias, and is now in Los Angeles.
Blanch Kengla has returned to Stanford to do post graduate work.

Alice Woods found newspaper work ralher strenuous and is trying the
peace and quiet of Stockton as an antidote.

Marion Adams is working for a degree in art, at the Southern Branch
has been doing some \'ery effective poster work. She has also been
ed to do some cartooning for the Western Advertising Magazine, as hei
ever cartoons have attracted favorable comment.

of ^e SunnyAdams
finds and
it hard
to leave
the beauties
of the North for those
Southland,
is still
working
in San Francisco.
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JUNIOR CLASS
officers
I'rt'sitLnt

I'reiisiircr

.

"

'-ivuria Sawyer

-^•:i>t;aret C'..,,,,,.,,
Marie Serf!

. ,

Ueb.,rali I'ent^

„

Hazel Kenan

Catherine Harry

-Mni-jdrie HinKins RH"

Aliee Svlva
^'='--^aret l!e„su„
i-.naicl J„„es

Futh i--|,,.u!
VViis.ui
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CLASS

HEN the members of the Junior Class, all thirteen of them, decide to

do anything, the other classes stand back trembling for they know that
whatever the Juniors do will be done, and that whatever the other
classes have done wdll be outdone.

The Junior Class is small, but then it is

quality and not quantity that insures success, and by their many and con
tinued successes, they feel that they have persuaded even the most wary to
lay aside all superstition connected with the word "thirteen.
The members of their class are the real college women; they have not

followed the "flapperish" tendency of the day and bobbed their hair and
learned the flapper walk. They are ever dignified in their bearings; visitors
at the college always remark on their excellent manners and amiable mien.
They are represented in every campus activity. The Meadowlark, the
Athletic Association, the Dramatic Club, the English Club, the Chanty
organization; they are prominent in the leading sports, too. Riding, tennis,
golf find that the most proficient of all their devotees are the Juniors.
The first dramatic effort of the year was made by them, and what a

success it was! They did Green Stockings so well that all the following
plays, although their less talented classmates made valiant attempts, could
not in anyway compare with their dramatic presentation.
Juniors are
talented, energetic, responsible, clever, musical, athletic, in act t ley are
fhe epitome of all the ideas in the college "Utopia.
Their m uence is
powerful now, long may it prevail!
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SOPHOMORE CLASS

OFFICERS

President

i reasurer

-

-

-

-

-

-

\'ireini;i Smith

losi pliiiu- Ifoldlian

Leslie Jacobs
Mildred iieimonte
\ irKinia Uaboii
Marian I-'orrester
("atberine Haeeiibartli Tflf?
Carol Hani)4an
Janet ICarain
\'ir,einia Keinper

I-'.dna Knster
Helen Moroney

(iladys Marley
Mary McAllister

Irnia Schwab

Marjorie Stillwell
Helen Pitcher

Merle McCullaph

Harriet Smith

Hae Hiittner
Margaret hairchild

h'.vclyn I.ayton
Maruaret Michel

TH E
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NOTES

^LrH()L'GH we liaven't ex])ressecl ourselves in such a diversity of ways as
our fellow collesjians, it is no sign that the Sophomores are lacking in
initiative, amhition or s])irit. Perha])s vou recall that quotation about Still
waters run deep." It is true that we haven't distinguished ourselves in a
flashy fashion, hut in every activitv that is fundamental and vital to the life of
the College we ha\e been acti\e. more than active, leaders!

f)n the Meadowlark Staff, in the Ifnglish. Dramatic and Biology C luhs,
on the ffxecutive and .\thletic Boards the .""iophomores are unu.'^uall} well
represented.

Des])ite our noble efforts to ])roduce a Class ])lay, we wcic forced to
abandon the idea because of the number of coming events and the .shortness

of time in which to prepare for it. not hecau.se of the lack of dramatic ability,
tis may he seen if vfiu glance o\-cr the many programs of the plaws gi\en this
year.

l hen again two of the most responsible ])ositions in the school. namel\
the "Pressses," are held hv Sophomores.

The luncheon for the .Seniors was our crowning gloi\.

ft

the

only really successful social affair of the year.

I hit our greatest mark of distinction and attraction is to ha\e the

of claiming' the first bride of the year, f lara Watteison

}on see

ehann and l)eaut\' too'

In fact no one can he on the Campus more than fi\e minutes with
noticing the eminent jiositions of the .Sophomores in the C olIe,..,e. oi w i
realizing that here is the type of the true College woman, here is the -im
who stejis forward and makes her ]>rescnce felt. .Step aside, t icn.
So])h(iinores pass!

T H F,
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MEADOWLARK STAFF
l-:{HU)r in-L"hicf.
Assistant l-.ditin-

M.-iric- S>.Tlt'
ndmrah I'l-ih/
Mililrud

I tusiness Manujrcr

Dranuitics
Athletics
Kc]Mirter

i'.flnii int(.*

|'.(.'inioc Ielnu•rini

I.cslif Jacobs
.I'ai'ol l lani^an
Marion l-'oi-i'oU-r

THE MEADOWLARK

J 1 Ml S'l iinve hecn our iro,,.] l.eLiiiniiii':- iha.t
a prccclciu lor our vcar's
work, for as M>on as wc fouml wc could have Mr. Maynard's former ..fficts (sounds awfully well doesn t il.'i for il^* |i,,uie of ilie Meadowlark. the
entire slafl. seven all told, ti-rned out and he-an the rejinenation. ( )nr
illustrious and deservedly-famed Imsiness inana-er. I'.ernice lelinorini. lam-lu
u^ each a lovcl\' chair, and. with the fa\-oritisni nsualU' shown the import
ant. o-ave a luxnriotis rocker l., onr Idlitor-in-chief. Marie SerlT.

Xot satis-
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fied with this, she brought a man down from Petaluma with samples of
draperies. (She declared that it was because he had pretty material, but we
have since found out that he allowed us a discount on the amount we

bought—can't fool us, Bernice!)

Howbeit, in no time the floors were

painted, carpets bought and laid down, draperies made by our seamstress and
assistant Editor, Deborah Pentz, and a lovely flesh-pink table resurrected—
concocted, rather.
Oh ! and our Editorial waste paper basket!
It's a

lovely thing all shiny and new and usually quite empty—that is, it was until
we had our pictures taken for the year book, when we found that a full basket
gives a much better impression.

Since then our Editor-in-chief has made

it a point of honor with us to run and put all our waste paper into it, no
matter on what part of the campus we might be. It really gives quite an
office-like atmospiiere to the place. But, in spite of the waste-basket, we

find it e.xtremely hard to i)e all work and attention in such pleasant surround
ings.

It is a good thing Nature endowed us all with terrific will power or

heaven knows what would have become of tiie Meadowlark this year.

it is, it is remarkable what work we have accomplished there.

As

Every Mon

day at 4:30 we have the Meadowlark meeting, and are assigned work to hand
in on a set date—(those who have ever worked on a paper will appreciate the
irony of the set date for handing in manuscript!)

Our favorite pastime is making up the dummy. One proofreads, some
one else cuts the galley up, some one else—usually the same one (for who can
do it is well as s'he?), directs and sui)ervises the whole thing. It is a lot

of fun to put it all together, congratulating yourself the while on how im
posing it looks, then to find that an article which must go in that issue, has

been left out. By that time the glue has hardened beautifully; so the whole
dummy is torn apart and put together again amid smiles and terms of endear
ment, and our Editor is glad that she chose such an amiable crowd for her
staff.

And, oh the times we have had to tear ourselves from waim beds or

our studies to dash to the printers with the manuscript befoie our eight
0 clock classes.

We must not forget to mention, in passing, our little bird that recently

came to enhance our paper the more. He is the spirit of the paper c eer
^ul industry, first, last and always.
Our little house lends itself to every occa.-^ion and emeigency.

other Thursday the English Club meets and spends two perfectly delighttu
Hours there.

And then the Poster committee for the Pageant have recent y

taken up their home in the Meadowlark house.

At any time o t le ay an

most of the night you will find them working there; the walls are papere
with freakish animals, scrolls, dizzily colored foliage, etc., until
u

'■ecognize the sacred precincts of the famous college paper. The Meadowlar .

K.
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CLASS

the Freshmen, enjoy the distinction of i^eing the largest class yet to
W E,enter
Dominican College. We arrived one summer afternoon it

seems a long time ago,—rather awed, but determined to become a recognized
part of the College.

Our first opportunity to exhibit ourselves came that night. It was the
first of many opportunities.

We were called into the living room at

Meadowlands and made to pass inspection one by one, while we were in
structed as to our duties and obligations.

Then came '"The Old Girls' Welcome to the New."

of bed at mid-night to tell us how welcome we were.
that it was morning, got up and dressed.

bed twice that night.

They got us out

Some of us. thinking

We had the pleasure of going to

Our tormentors had a high opinion of our powers of

entertainment. We presented at least three programs that first week. Our
first was given the night of Freshman Day. Combining instruction with
amusement we first presented some historical scenes. Fearing that the upperclassmen had never heard of the discovery of America, we went to great
pains and expense to portray that great event in history. We constructed
three ships from apple boxes and painted carefully upon them ,the "Nina",

"Pinta' and "Santa Maria.' With one foot to aid in navigation, our fearless
explorers sailed the uncharted seas of the living-room floor. Our other
numbers were of an efjually high type, and so our dramatic ability became
recognized.
Indeed our colleagues were so impressed with our talents that they de
cided we must start the tradition of giving a class play. They told us that

it must be very ingenious. They told us it must be very original. They
told us that it must be very clever. It was all of these. Alas it was too
startlingly so!

Rut our Student Body did not lose faith in us.

They permitted us to

give them a parly on Hallowe'en.
Our real achievements, however, have been in Athletics.

Have we got

a ri<dit to be proud of our part in D. C.'s first Florse Show, first bonfire rally
and first game played with an outside team? We can truly say that we
have done our jiart to strengthen the spirit of the College and add to its
traditions.

4S
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SCHOOL NOTES
The social activity of this year hcji^an accordiiifj to tradition with the
Old

Girls Welcome to the Xew, at a dance at Meadowlands.

The new students had found the Collei^e a place in which it was easy
to be cpiite at home and said as much. '•Just wait! ITeshman Day is comins." laui^hed the Sophomores.

The Freshmen had cause to remember this

half veiled threat when the day came and the Sr^phoniores aided by cosmetics
and unbridled imajjinations. chan-ed everv one of the frosh into what looked

like a cross between an Indian on the war path and a Comedy Queen.
After the torture of initiatiou the IVcshuteu bro.tthe,! uu.re freely. 1."'
contmucd to provule the reet of the College rrith .•„„use,„e„t.
They gave a clever impromptu oii tlieir Stum XiHit •■Columbus tU-S'
covering America was very clever -inHP

frosh also entertained the Seniors a^n f

mores and Tuniors nhved Vb i

over the banisters.

^

voiu

un-Shakesiieriain T

Hclgehill while the Sopho

on the stairs and watched the part}'

HallowSi partV
the High School GraduSVct'r

""

class custom, for the

for safe°were'sLh'"ar"''^ Uohday.a the College held a Bazaar. The artichs

Bazaar was a suelS Xd"

enjoyment was recorded in \l'

College Endow,nem Fu„;"

Afterward^tL'''Students
Christmas tree stood p-liit

"

^-ive for Christmas. T'"

from the social or financial angle, f

'"""ey went towards th'

evening
before Christmas vact ^
the reception hall where a

•atio"bif

arrival of Santa Clans'. LittirTelnny
ornaments, and waited t^J^
door, but when a thnnrlrarry i " i
T^rirner was going to greet him at
her excitement tm nedtto"'
a voice announced
presents whi h si'a
'""'t tefnge behind the door. Th
intimately acomtinted w',?' "F
the good man

have guessed at leas „ ,1 .l""' '^'""'f."ers. An ob servant onlooker
ceived. Wben the bulo-hnV^'^^r^^
^he present she t
compared,
there
was
danci
and
presents
had
been mirthfa /
^
in the living room.

given a* Mealol'lIlII's" ol'd
'"eiety The I'"'
on the evening of St. Valentine's.
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guests from Edgehill came in charge of their bonne, Helen Moroney.

The

children amused themselves by playing pin-the-tail-on-the-donkey, and
Farmer-in-the-Dell, under the watchful eyes of the chaperon, Marjorie Hig-

gins.

They enjoyed the games and red candy hearts and took their leave

long after their usual bed-time.

The College did not give their usual Costume Ball or Mardi Gras this
year on account of the death of Sister Irene.

Different events during the year were made the occasions of special din
ners. The arrival of Ruth Marion was celebrated, as she was the Hundredth
student to register.

Everyone's birthday is marked by a cake and pink candles borne
triumphantly by Andrew and placed on the celebrant's table.

Meadowland's birthday was celebrated by a most special festa and a
most special cake. The pinkness of the candles is proportional to the nn
portance of the occasion.

Several entertainments were given for the Seniors.

The Junior Class was hostess to them at a matinee at the Orpheum and
after the theatre at tea in the Fable Room of tbe St. Francis.

The Sophomores gave a luncheon for the Seniors at the Momen s
Athletic Club of San Francisco.

_

_ ,

The Seniors were guests of honor at a banquet given by IMiss Crimmi
Domestic Science class.

The toasts were very cleverly canied out, tie

was to represent the school as a garden. Each class Pre.'-ident f,a\e
toast.

The Alumnae Tea was held on the grounds of Meadowlands m the fall.
There was quite a large attendance.

i • it

The formal College Tea was served at little tables topped by
parasols, on the Edgehill lawn. It was splendidly carried out, an

^

who managed it deserve a lot of credit.

Apart from the traditional parties which the College

there is the exchange of courtesies between the two

gan early in the year with Open House one evening

^ ^It be-

Meadow-

p freniiently

lands and the New Wing were "at home" in their turn. One
entertained the other with a bridge or Mali Jongg part> on
•
nf some sort was planned for
A picnic, launch ride, hike or muting
morning of the fall

almost every Saturday.

Once, on the fi

term, the Week-enders walked
met a boy who introduced them to Ladd
"Daddie," Captain Lewis. They chugged

-

"Caddie," the boat and
- •I'^'aprnss the bay to Red
Ire Brothers-

Rock, and had luncheon on the beach, and t
^ of the Lighthouse;
Islands. There the party climbed the winding stairs oi
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examined the ijreat li,<^hls. sliiniiii; crystal and brass, and sitjned in the Gtiest
Rook at tile end of a pleasantly adventnrnus dav.

. Those who went on the outinp; to Rear X'allcv in I'chrtiary voted it the

best Saturday excursion of the semester.
filled with hay.

Thev made the trip in a truck

Once there. Miss .Ma.xwell and Miss Simonds and Liveria

Saywer earned the i^ratittide and jiraises of the ])icnickers by broiling steaks
to perfection. After lunch most of the jiarty went down to the beach to
answer the "call of the dee])." They intended only to wade along the edge

of the surf, but the attraction of the seas proved too strong and they were
thoroughly soaked in a very few minutes.

Every day, in those left over idle moments before and after dinner or

supper, the students dance in the living rooms as reoularlv and religiously as

tl.ey say p.-,cc Very tew pieces of ,„ecl,a.,is„, are as l.ar.l working as the
College \ .ctrolas, 1 he Radios relieve ,l,o strain somewhat ami provide a

Stories"''

enjoy the "Bed-Tin-e

A new traditini, was inanguraled in Die colle-w when the Freshraan

L lir GolJr"" T t"

<l-e Stndent Body.

Edgehill h r„om

'tpper-dassmen marched tlown troa'

P es d m of eaeh ia"''®''''"'."
lavy,rof Meado am: tT'T'®,

sang theii elasrs™ ..

h-feshmen, with

n

"I'o were assc.nirled to meet then',

entire College nrarehetl up'to Fch'.'ehllr',
ed around to all the dales' a'^T'*
The eeretnony wtlga eZ .i,! 'i*"'
lege-spirit in their co-operation

with Mass on Holy SaUirt'irv" '",

the Dotniniean Otalen lAee "f
was particularly eiiiovpfl K

'"'""'.'""'The

l°eing clip which was then pa® „
»1tHsplayed wondertn

edncsday evening and

ided

""-end Father Al ^idif

especially lovely Retrea ,

of the Chnrch a,e tdie , 77'

days when the cerettto'^

Though
quite a nmnher
It is the custom
to ohs-roOhe'sT"!".'"-> 1 •
the spirit of the Retreat ^ n

'"'Ptessive
in strict
the whole
""^t
observe the
silence

^ Retreat, hardly anyone fajled in

services. Father Ml/n-'
Paramount thing, or in attending ,
^nd interesting.
? eiences were much enjoyed; they were

Pcession on all w],o heard it'''^
<-ommandment.

'

greatest appeal, and a
concluding conference on the
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ATHLETICS
COLLEGE

FRESHMEN

DE

FEAT D. C. HIGH
SCHOOL

'Die l li,!^li Sclii"il - C"<>Ilet;e ^aine
was tile last nf tiie season and tlie

most bitterly contested, icach team
took tile

field

with

the

firm

de

termination to win and the tfame

showed it.

L'li to the last few min-

iiles of plavintt 't was anvhody's
ifame ami the jioor spectators .Sfasp-

cd in att'ony at the uncertainty of
it.

it was hy far the liveliest tjame of

the season and jiarticnlarly free
from folds.

lint it would not he proper for
the kollej^e to suffer defeat at the

hands of the l liifh .School, so in the
hist (pia te- the score ran up on the

^

Colletfe side and we came off \ ictors 22 to Id.

fffir rootin},^ section didn't come u]) to e.xpectations attain an 1 ''

ai'e not hlamintf the whole section for lack of siiirit, we fee o)

-pct'ion

that at least a (|narter of the sect on

didn't even "root." it seems rather
diildisli to let itereona! feeliiitts

icr into a College affair- ee|>ec,ally

„-l,c., it ifvolves the evhole C" lege^
I, i, thoroughly fitt'iig

shotthl ..tentio.. here the eaee lent

ai.irit o( ,portsn„n-rh.|. shot O

High School alter the g.u e^

Thev tt-ere

'f-1.

Ho ee,

I"---

th..-i 't..

and tee heen the

Tr:rh::at;ii':r-E
"gracelnllt- and as sto,rally as they
we

as

itecl
accept

theirs.

BASKET BALL TEAM
1"( )R\\ AKDS

l lclcii Siilli\an. (cai)tain)

I'.diia Kafctto

(il'AKDS
Katlierinc Scliwah

\'csla I'orni
CIAX'I'I-.ILS

I'Vancc? Cooke

ROOTING

Marii)n l)o\le

SECTION

tennis

^

College sports.

Tennis has always held a prominent place

^as still

and this year, although several new sports have been s < ^
entered their
hept its place among; the foremost. Quite a mi^Ji^(ptr
'Phese matches

names as contestants this year for the annual tij.^^ ^"'■'^^en have a very good

are not as vet hnish.ed but from all reports the gJ^i^-ed c^'
chance of winning the cii]) which is awarded ai^ Sullivar

hiking

■

T xar almost every Sat-

The Hiking Clnb has had many enthusiasts
urday some delightful trijis has been )danne( . •take such enjoyment in the walks
the> la
I vvice tri])s have been made np Mount Lama

pacnlty
everyone else,
many have taken
gf the older girH

that famous walk around the "rim of the wore . ^ ),gautifnl view. .-Mong

are ex])ert guides and know every shoi t cut am
with the ])leasnre of walking, one is rewar ec
towards one's .Athletic letter.

golf
,
(dolf has been very enthusiastically

l^een in a fine condition : the new holes am a s(

addition of "])oints

vear. The links have
flags have helped a
Amse

lot. The Athletic .Association has bought a se
e.xpense of a set.
students whose proficiency at the game oes i
having been initiatei
This idea has encouraged many beginnei. ,
.igvotees. 'he si:)ring go

into the "hole in six" club, have become regular de^ot
tournament will no doubt be very intcitstm^

"1" H I ".
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HOCKEY

riu' l l i .ckc'\' I'lL'ld

iK-wl}' hnd tjiu tins year.

'i lie i-"resiimcii

;ind tiio Si )])]i( mil ires hn\ e played i|iiite a ^imd deal. alllnmLth the cimiiterattracliim. basket htdl, lias taken many ^nud l lmkey players.
that shmild he and will hf inure ]ii i])iil;ir.

it is a oainc

tk

SWIMMING

I he tank, weather iiermittinu-. seems verv popular this vear. i'.veryiH'dy sunns. at least "ll^lll|n.-^
attempts it.
Speeiallv after elas.ses on'a hot day, yoU
II.
.^|)eei;ii i\- at
arc- almost trami.led
tramjiled down in the
tl,,. rush lor
r suits. There :
,.^eellciit

^^■=i-''"ard homes itnike them l(i\a'
k>'

s^\d'mmr,' '7'""" 7''
this vear^a' 7''

simons'liliT 7

••^'sened one. I,e7 /
'""is ,,f

A wa.ter meet w-' "^ i^'m' •
,ij j _

sttperintendeil the swiiii"ti"-

'''l'
'

professionals. This s,iri'T

safety of the t;ink is therehi' ett:"'"'^

the tall, and there were some clever

'■s ami swnnmin-t.

"
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RIDING

Riding, under the able director-ship of Marie Serff, has been one of
the most popular sports this year.

Even the students who are not expert

riders may be seen timidly mounting the docile and less handsome steeds;
almost every afternoon sees a group of four or five either starting for, or re
turning from, a "wonderful ride."
THE HORSE SHOW

The first Horse Show given by the College took place on Wednesday,
January twenty-second. It was impromptu, but everyone turned out in tie
gayest of spirits to see it.

A program was arranged.—the events took place, and the blue ribbons
were awarded as follows: first, parade of all the entries; second, n

o

form, won liy .Ann Gallagher; third, ladies three gaited class, i\on by ranc
Prudhomme; fourth, potato race, won by Helen Sullivan; fifth, hunter c as ,
won by Frances Prudhomme; si.xth, trotting race, won by Dorothy

'

seventh, polo contest, won by Monie Rudkin. Mr. Carl Bradley acte
judge; his presence lent a professional aspect, because he has con ucte
of the best horse shows in the country.

The enthusiasm of the students surpassed all expectations,

,

onlookers took every bit as much interest as the riders themselves.
»
there were only a few entries this year, the enthusiastic recption anc app
of those few. guarantee a doubled number next year.
field day

On Friday afternoon, April 11th, the first field day
links. The combined Sophomore and hreshmen gym
their various exercises to music, and afterwards a niim

track events
. o-jrls:

were conducted. The diflerent events were won by the o
»^
Frances Cooke, baseball throw; Catherine Schwab runnmg^

jump; Frances Cooke, running high jump; Helen itc ler,
Of course, being a "first aflair, the meet was no
«

mio-jit have
trrow into

been, but it was good in as far as it went and we hope

something which will be of great interest to all.
D. C. represented AT THE
athletic national conference
I 1 a in the Woman s Lnion at

About two hundred delegates assembled n

{ the A C A. C. W.

"University of California to attend the convention oi

■

(Athletic Conference of American College Women
AfidcHe and M'estern
•■epresented colleges and universities for the Eastern,
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Dominican Uoliet^e was the first to respond

to the roll of Western C'oile,<;cs. We were rcimesented by Laura Doliard
fathletic manai^cr) and I.iveria .Sawyer as official delei^ates, and Carol Hanigan and Helen Sullivan as unofficial delegates.

The meeting was called to order by the President of the convention of
the University of California who extended a welcome to all the delegates.

President Reinhardt of Mill College gave the oi)ening address; and the spirit
of her address remained so completely throughout the three days of the con
vention that one cannot better find the attitude of the convention than by
referring to her opening speech.

hoc the last twenty or thnty years, athletics have been rc^cognized as ^

legitimate enterprise for women.

They present an opiiortimity for friend

ship, for physical development and physical achievement, and offer one of the
most wdiolesome opj)ortunities for recreation that we have In their develop

ment they eventually became an aspect of education 'but never should they
grow to such an extent that they (wershadow our mental and spiritual educa
tion for wdiich universities were originally foundc.l
However, it
never be forgotten that the physical side of our education is fundamental to

the mental and spiritual and for this realization no better thought can be had

than that of Brownings:

"Soul does not help body on its way farther than body helps soul."
•--"ch in brief may be said to describe the spirit of the convention
voiced in President Reinhardfs opening remarks.'
variou
pajiers aswere
readto bv
representatives
va
ous universities on such subjects
"How
Create
Interest in from '

-ate! r"

"Organization of Sports," etc. Then the official de

mble iscussion. The same program was
the followed
unofficialduring
delegates
held adaysroui
the three

does ,t mean to Dominican College to befi"n-se
of such
a convention?
a member
of the
A. C. A- C- A
e purpose of the convention is this: To create from the ideas and exp

giest ideals in athletics—ideals that willevery
causesection
sportsoftothebecoun^
plA
sports sake, that will make possible the best physical development of
and consequently the spiritual and mental development.
1 • ,

. •,

,

.

■

.

" —

11 um cvei\' secrioii oi

^

To Dominican College and to every other college in the confere'i'-^^j^g
represents an arena of ideas that will help to improve the athletics n
individual college.

w.

u

national conference will be held in 1927 at Cornell

CpZ
^1 Western meantime
Central1°'and
section. sectional conferences will be held m 1
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POINTS

This year a point system has been established by the Athletic Associa
tion, and incorporated in its constitution. This system is the basis upon
which awards are given by honored participants in the different forms of
athletics. It is expected that the system will prove a great stimulus to all
who are interested in this important sphere of student activity.
I. Basket ball—winter sport—period of training.
Team

100 points

Subs

25

Squad

15

"

Any girl who plays two whole games, three halves and two
quarters is equal to making the team.

II. Diving—qualify on a basis of 10—must make 35 points.
Running front
Back or Racing
3. Jack knife
1.

?

III.

4.

Swan

1.

Full Drive

Golf.
2.

Driver or Brassie

3.

Full short

4.

Mashie or Midiron

5.

100 yds. Mashie mibble
Short pitch shot
Short pitch and run
Banker Shot

6.

Putting

IV. Hiking—five scheduled hikes.

1. Tamalpais-devils_
ii"y_before Xmas.
Rise from Mill vauey

4.

Big Lagoon—Muir Woods.
Lake Lagunitas—from Ross.
Rim of the World—cross country.

5.

Sleepy Hollow.

2.
3.
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V. Hockey—full sport—a training season.
Team

100

Subs

25

Squad

15

Any girl who plays two whole games or 3 halves and two
cjuarters is equal to making the team.

VI. Life Saving—according to .A. R. C. Life Saving requirements.
VII.

Riding.
1.

Saddle

2.

Bridle

3. Adjust stirrups mounted and dismounted.
halter horse.

5. Alount and dismount

6. Mileage ride—consideration of horse.
VIII. Swimming.

L Back—for form—75 feet
2. Breast—for form—75 feet.
3.

Side

4. Speed stroke

Swim 75 yds. speed stroke in 1 min. in form.
Plunge for distance 25 ft.—form.
Retrieve object 10 feet of water.
Plain float 15 sec.
IX. Tennis.

Team—100 points.

Runners up—25 points.
X. Track.

restrictions on entry except for number of events.
XI. ATHLETIC MEETS.

Swimming—1st place
Track 2nd place
1
2•
•

place
single event
jnners of two second
places
three third places

100
95
15
25
25
25

i
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DRAMATICS
SENIORS
Friday, 7th March, 1924
"THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST"

'I'l il'^ ( AS 1—(In order of appearance)
Als^ernon .Moncriefl"
Rntli Marion
Lane ( Manservanl I

John Wortliin;^' j. I'
Lady Bracknell
(Lvendolen j-'airfax

Miss I'risni (( Inverness)

(."ecily C'ardew

Beatrice Lafferty

Marion Wilson
\nne iianna
Lucille (lohin

Ruth Bronillet

\ileen Steele

Rev. (.'anon C liasnhle l).l)
-Merriman (Bnller)

Lanra Didlard
Bernice lelniorini

j aiitoBW'ix®,

( Ke])i"i'ited irom -pin. Meadowlark)

'i'he cast for "The inpiorlance of Bein.n' Icarnest" was unusually well-

chosen, and herein lay its greatest merit, except, (we hate to use tliat wool)
that the unfortunate hntlers had a misconceived idea (if an\ at all i ol what
is re(|nired of well-trained hntlers. h'or one thint: t'(^'.^
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have tlie erandili)(|uence of a Cicero, tlnis comiiijLf dantieroiisly near to outdoiiyy' the liero's best lines.
ifvidentiy onr ."seniors are not in tiie Inihit of
takino orders or of waitinj^ n])on.

Knth .Marion's realistic rendition of ".Mi.^ic-" .MoncrielT was nndonhtedly

the best part of tiie play.

."-^he acted as if she h;i<l always been a very hie.hly-

edncated. e.'i^y-Lt'oino. ami nnnsnally hiny:.;rv l'".ni.;lish bachelor.

We object,

however, that her iiiterniittent demands I'or fooi] were ;i bit too natural. IVr-

haps that is the way she ^Inndd ha\e dime it, Imt anxliow we insist that she
ate the ciiciiniber sandwiches with altoj^x-thei tiio iiincli relish.
Aliss 1 1 1.^in was the einlxidinieiit o) all that a *''(>\'erne.ss should he.
IW-erythino from her attire to her manner were what one would e.xjiect from
:i tyjie of that sort.

.Marian Wilson oave John W orthiii.i; all the idi.isviicrasies of .'i
with a !.;reat deal of aptitude.

JUNIORS
Tuesday, 26 Movember, 1923
"GREEN STOCKINGS"

'I I I. (.

1 ( 1 11

,,f apjiearance )

Mad;^e (.Mrs. kockini^hain i

l.eona I'niLf

I'.velyn (Lady rrenchard i

.Margaret Conners

Aimt Ida ( -Mrs. Chisholm l-'aradv
,
■
''•"■•■"ly
Ivoiiert I'tirver ( Hobby i
James Rtileitjh
William Larady
Admiral Crice
Steele

l lnlda Moorehead
Mice Sylva
.Marjorv I licu"'^
' Wlarie SerH
Clara W il;^""
1 Deborah IViUz
Catherine Harry
Short
Hazel

,,w hen
'"'T'
the prospects of a Junior I'k.v:::::::::
were clo.seMdveria
at hand,sawycmost of ns '
sail wonderiim- what sort ,,f
.
r
'
,.
a performance thev would put on. .- their ,1,^
ull and w. I.ad
.\lnc. ..l" .he"
„

."i,!

"'.'"V"

V« iha ■"! "

- h-r;;:';-:,::,

h.ad ,l,„- d',,i„s.„„

o"..--

.lilficiiltv t.i

a.Kx-'ll |.,.,,.i
.h". pth...|„„i„ S We .'d.e a tle\er class after
T""j;
all.

""

'

I,ai
e-.tiim

oic uart
jtari w-"
was n
tliorou.,],
"f the
coiivincin- Celia h-aradv and her iutcMT''^" '
\I '
'
"
• ll C
■said a line - her 1-noli
th' cw the audience into mirth every
^j,„t
^vas excelkn
t
especiallv
"'tKl nue.preted
by l i„,.p,
M, amttsino. The l-a-'t '
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SINGER"

Monday, 17 March, 1924
T II E

CAST

MacDara, the Singer

Ruth Marion

Colm, his brother
Maire ni Fiiiannachta, Mother of MacDara

Sighle
Maiolsheachlainn, a Schoolmaster

Helen AValsh
Glare Graham

Mary Shallue
Carol Hanigan

Cuimin Eanna

Leslie Jacobs

Diarmaid of the Bridga

Laura Dollard

(Reprinted from The Meadowlark)

The Singer," an Irish traged}' by Padraic Pearse, was staged by the
members of Miss Dickey's advanced Dramatic Interpretation Class. Phe
parts were particularly well suited and each player enacted her part with
S^eat adaptibility.

l^'^

Clare Graham as the little mother, was especially com-

'command of emotion in a very difficult part. The

aifrlence were people
over sowho
welldoasnot
hadenjoy
been drama
e.\pecled,
forown
a large
number
of the
of its
worth,
but rather
^

amused. A few complained of inaudibility, but supi^ressed
maintained in order to carry out the tragic effect of the

Oti the whole the performance was an e.xtraordinary dramatic success.

FRESHMAN

Friday, 26 October, 1923
"CARMEN"

^^ass this"'^'^^'^^'^

opera "Carmen" was the choice of the Preshmen

^ooke, th

Shallue acted the part of "Carmen," and Frances

frayg^

'^ea of tr

of Don Hosiery"; both characters were very cleverly por-

corresponded very closely to that of the original but the

^'as ingeniously maintained, except with perhaps a few

Th

I'reshmen had to work under difficulties and that the

amoir^'"^
entirely original, make them deserving of more than the
"t of credit.
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SAUL

Robert Rrownin.qWednesday, 10 October, 1923

the cast

Mary Shallue

Narrators

Helene Stnrdivant. Laura Dollard,

Marion Wilson, Beatrice Lafferty, Marjorie Stiilwell,
AruT
^Targaret
Ml
dred, Belmonte,
AnneConners,
Manna. Leslie
Ruth Jacobs,
Marion
and Carol

dramatic at^empt'^of the ^ea^ ''m^'

T't^'n pro

nounced
theitself
best thing
witnessedCollege.
the The ^
and
the itplay
are of its kh^"^
complete success.
^
rl'fficult to manage, yet the whole wa
a

abilily^"''^

0' David, displayed a great deal of draiP"''
*

:K

annual play"ht'yea^^ S^Phomores were unable to give
^ith
work that the Sonbnmr^
dramatic Department was so burden
prospects
of
fte
p'
::.r:jT
""*•
■'
To
it ofif this year. Thp c:
agreed that it would be better
the Greek comedy "C

""ornores had taken definite steps toward s

'he asst.rat,ce tS\„^n:fT'''

that they might be ablp ,o put on something
would be extraordinarily
given them nextgood.
year, in
=!=

Each year the frvUc

.t

*

,

,ip sort*

This year the propram
^"^tomarily gives a Christmas play of .^greO^
pictures were very wel/T^
tableaux. The
and the expressions
of the
'background,
the tocostumes,
thenn ^^,aiiy
effective
scenes.
rningled
together
make some
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CHRISTMAS TABLEAU

THE PICTURES

I

The Annunciation.

II

The Visitation.

III

The Birth of Christ.

IV The Adoration of the Shepherds.
V

The Three W'ise Men.

VI The Queen of Peace.

THE CHARACTERS

The Blessed Virgin
Elizabeth

Lucille Gobin

^ -^ngel Gabriel
ornpanion of St. Elizabeth
Th

Agnes Plogg
Jean Donoher
Catherine Hagenbarth
Aileen Steele,
OLCcic, Marguerite
^ iici 1L*- Lind

otninicans

The hree Wise Men
The Angels.
rp

Mary McAllister

I iciciKinson, iVciLiiciinc j lai i

Carlotta
Plaakinson,
Katherine
Harrington
Clara
Wilson,
Marie Wempe,
Bernice
Daily

Leona Prag, Nelty LeFranc, Margaret Michel, Agnes Hogg,
Clara Watterson, Lorraine Lorrigan, Stella Valla, Monie Rudkin,
Martha Burnett, Helen Sulli\an.

Prophets
Claire Graham, Marjorie Stillwell, Hazel Regan, Alice Martin,
Marian Wilson, Laura Dollard, Flelen Walsh, Ann Hanna,
Beatrice LafFerty, Carol Hanigan and Ruth Marion.
Ballade by Helen Parry Eden.

Pictures according to Fra Angelico.
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CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

biology CLUB—

NU PHI SIGMA

Dominican College 1924

tional knowledge giIb^oIo^'^^ established to encourage enthusiasm ior add
.he Biolog, clafs
Sr"
''Sble
membership. Considerable fpirit has h'™®',°
.tf roun.1table discussions which take Ppiaci
a d
ace at the bi-monthly meeting's.

°

CHARTER MEMBERS
Officers

Merle McCniiagh

Joseph,„e Hoioi,an

Secretary-Treasurer
M°o.e. R„th Conrad.

,

gen, Enaid Jones Mar^^*^^'
Donoiiiie, Ethel Hammond, Caro
Rosa Raboli, Virginia Raboii, Alice'''Siiva,
^"S^ret
HarrietMichel,
Smith. Hiiida Moote
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chemistry CLUB

A Chemistry Club has been organized recently. This Club m
discusses modern chemical discoveries and gener

of crrent interest.

All Freshmen taking Chetms ry

Piomores or Upperclassmen taking any science course are e

orth

success

The meetings have been well attended,

the-;cce
Pentz;

directly proportional to the enthusiasm ° ^

secretn ^ ^°^lowing are the officers and members:
Stillwell,
^•ice M
Cusick; Josephine
''pitcher, Marian
^o.yle
Schwab.
Schwab, S e > *
Q'Toole and
Cj.,'i
Wempe,
Francis Katherine
Laffertv, Elizabeth
Catherine
Barry.

^^GLlSHCLlIR
L L, U B
^^ouse
aspira'.

•

t ir
the Meadowlark

English Club have held their
the courtesy of the Editor of the

, ^^^lo^vlark." A"
'Pea served

everv^ literary fame, free verse or otherwise,

^^ho r, "i^eting has been quite a successful bait to i

minded poets,

,,ovel essay, or

'^ook nf^^ ^'"'"'y^d, stimulate conversation. The P^test p a - ^

noimdy

iigreec I'erse, is discussed; and the greatest charm o le
.
arming
h 'Ijerents
^"^Tody
else
about
anything;
and
war
is
only
avoided
.
with toasted English muffins and tea.
Serff, Deborah

^^ut?

members are klclene Sturdivant, i ai

Tester'. Euth
''^'"^dMarion
Belmonte,
Carol Hanigan, Leslie Jacobs
is one of this year's members.
Piost n the campus.
^"ture is predicted for this Club, and we Wc

y]arian Foi"'
fore-
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CHILDREN OF MARY SODALITY

One of the most successful ami the one tiiat lias clone the most good

of all our College organizations, has been the Sodality of the Children of
Mary. The opening meeting of the Sodality was held at Edgehill, Septem
ber 18th.

The officers were elected as follows: I^ncille Gobin, president;

A'largaret Conners, \ ice-president, Alarjorie lliggm.s, secretary. fhe coun
cil, the officers and Enaid Jones, Hazel Regan and Mildred Belmont.

Regular meetings have been held every second Tuesday; and several
times Father MacCarthy has addressed the members During the meetings
the girls sew, either making clothes for the poor or Altar linens.
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SCHOOL OF music

The aim of tiie Dominican School of Music is to create a genuine music

atmosphere; to stimulate an appreciation of music in its larger aspect,
a so to stimulate a love for the best and noblest in art.

In order to acco

Pish this end, only the very best ami finest of music, and musical instruc
s provided. There is an artist faculty composed, for the most part,
^ an
Francisco
Symphonv
Orchestra:
KajetanT.eel.
.Attl,Louis
for thePersmger
harp ms ianc
tion,
Walter
Ferncr,
for the "cello.
Sigmund
iiiseppe jollain. for the violin.

Teachers of other stringed imstruinen s

o available from the San Francisco Sympliony Orchestia.

siti
vocal lessons, and Sue Chamberlain, 1>.A. fiom the i
Weil ° ^^''foniia, conducts classes in harmony. Dr. hrederick
.
Chnr'^1^'^^^ organ lessons, and conducts the Countei iioint Class am
Miisi^ 1
classes in History of .Music. Music
'
siiner^^ •
and Xormal Training Departments under the
'
Histor'^'"?
Dominican Sisters. Xe.xt year the Music Appr^'^'^' '
®ecular^t°eachers willand
Orchestral
be added
to the Departments
departments. are to be en art,et,

Cortinet- '^^^'"'"""'al Training Department, which aims for the prepaiatio
^^ry fe ^y-^^ohers, and offers courses in all music subjects, is one
epaitinents of its kind in the United States.

^alifornf ^°"^''"can School of Music has been accredited since
'y - i,
for!
Education, and "authorized to recommend m
^iihooi

credentials of elementary or secondary grade, musm D

j

rLr?'';
of Music, llarnmnv, Vr.cal Music, Piano, Orchestral
cral Alusic."
th

"Artist

An^

Han""'
^"cged t i

advantages and pleasures of the Schod M

co.rducted
each year in the Aud.tonum o_
music students, but the who e

oncerts conducted

Privii

"

yeai

m

ne,.r
*■""* oiese weekly concerts
;„^n here
Perform'^\f
concerts at
at wiiicn
which uiau^
here
Sii r"';.
->prenm
concert
of
this
last
year
was
that
g.-ii
were boundlessly
boundlessly fortunate
fortunate in
in sccuiint,
secunng _ ^
cho' Iroir. vv e were
was the only school in the Lnitec

tho o.

thley

eacli

ihe snnrnm/:.
)reme .
concert ol tins lasi

sing.

_
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Our auditorium has recently been etiuipped with a four-manual organ,
and next year we lutpe to have two or three Suiulav afternoon organ concerts
during the year.

The next Concert Season gives promise of e<|ualing this past one,
especially as we hojie to open it with a concert hv the San Francisco

Symi)hony Orchestra, and follow it with an artist singer <ir instrumentalist.
THE COLLEGE CHOIR

The Dominican College Choir, a branch of the College Choral Club,

although newly organized this year, has alreadv acrpiired an excellent reputa
tion for itself. The acapellos music, in which the Choir frcf|uently sings,
is both beautiful and unusual, and it is a great credit to the students that
they have succeeded in mastering this difficult art The Choir has sung at

several tinierals at all l.igl, masses, and Missao (■ai.tatac. ami during Holy

Week, they added an impressive note

the religions services. They also

Tko "te Carmehte Monastary of Santa Clara on the occasion of its Golden
Jha,
y vear
Thethey
choirwihascontinnra
been anlosinspirali.m. .to all o( ns. andi me
that next
o feel
Invesure
so
splendidly liegnn.
"
""^"0 ihe work the) hat'

the following progrmn t''"""'

Processional

observeil on Ocloher 4, 1923. «"

.^

Love to Our Mother

Guilman'

•Narrators-Helen
David Sturdivant.
■ Laura SrAMaHon
■ • ' Wilson

beatnce Lafferty, Marjorie Stillwell, Hazel Regan.
Connors, Leslie Jacobs, Anne Haniia,

MinjiV n
Belmont, Ruth
Mustc-Dotmn,can
College
Choral
0'"gan
.
Harp

.

Piano

.

Violin
*

Mary

Leona F ^

_
=1'

*

. e„,„er
^

Liveria

.

.

*

Marion, Carol Hanigan-

Coriniie Gebn
d:

*

*

Mukle^^'
cenil^ S'tri (second season) season 1923-1924, was given by
panist, at the Schoor^^V^".*^^ Strauss, tenor,, with Ellen Edwar s, '

School of Music, Dominican College on Tuesday eve" jpg,
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November 13, 1922 at 8 o'clock under the management of Alice Metcalf.

It

was as follows:

I.

Group of Old Dance Forms

a. Gavotte (unpublished)

.

.

Germiniani (1680-1761)

Arranged by May Mnkle
b.

Sarabande

c.

Courante

.

.

.

.

.

Galliard (1678-1749)

.

.

.

.Arranged by J. Salmon
d.
IT.

Gitra

.

.

.

.

.

d- Farewell at Morn

Galuppi (1706-178.S)

.

Faure

The Roses of Ispahan
b- Song To a Bride
.
C- The Gondola

.

.

Ravel
Hahn

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Pessard

.

Pierne

e- The Mill
III.

a. Elegie

.

.

.

Barberine's Song

.

Faure

.

Arr. by Grainger

Swedish I'olk Tune
c- Idylle
Elfin Dance
.
IV.

.

Barns

.

.

.

.

.

b- I Heard a Piper Piping

.

Popper

.

.

Eugene Goosens
Arnold Bax

.Antonio de Grassi

C- Song

'I- The Fields of Ballyclare

Florence Turner-Maley
\errro Spirituals

Swing Low Sweet Chariot

Tittle David Play on NMur Harp
-Arranged by H. T. Burleigh
•!«

*

*

*

^vith
concert of the season was given by Edouard Deiu,„
evenin
Anthony
at the
School ofofMusic
j
November 20, 1923
at 8piano,
o'clock.at the
It consisted
the on Tues
^ y
Sonata

•

Sjogren

Allegro Moderato

Allegretto Scherzando
Andante Sostenuto

II.

Confuoco

Suite

Le Clair

.Andante

Allegro

III. ,

T~Melodie from Orpheus

IY

Thaconne

^ Walther's Preislied

^ Nondino

Martiaie

Sarabande
Tambourin

Gluck
Vitali

Y'agner-Wilhemy
Beethoven

Pugnani-Kreisler
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The next concert of tliis season was given by Marie Sundelius, Prima

Donna Soprano Metropolitan 0])era Co., assisted by Florence Barbour at the
piano. It was held at the School of Mnsic on Tuesday evening. December
4th, 1923 and included the following:

I.

Dove Sono from "Le Xozze di Figaro"

II.

Du bist die Ruh

.

.

.

Alozart
ScHiibert

Hark, Hark the Lark

.

.

_

Schubert

Feldsniakeit
Botschaft

Brahms
Brahms

III. My Loved One

.

.

Margaret's Lullaby

Wild Geese
A Dream

•

_

•

_

•

_

•

Merikanto

•

• Peterson-Berger

7 Z / ' ' ' ' '

.

.

IV. Wings o X.ght

.

.

The Little Shepherd's Song
Lullaby
. .

.

_
.
_

"
.

.

.

'

*

singing body in the""^ ^"i

"
.

vVintter-Watts

'.

.

Cadnian

Plorsiuan

*

December eighth, the most

under the direction f at

™agnihcent concert.

phonal sin'in? h?r h

sembled the vibrant tone^ of^''^^

j

These fifty-three

&

Rella, have reached a perfection m pol/^
equalled. Their singuL'

communicated itself to the a T
positive.

Grie

Wintter-Watts

hrom the Land of the Skyblue Water '

The Bird of the Wilderness

.

^

ficaiit a"''

audience and made every phrase signih

orian it was well bTs^T"

though none of it was

its own perfection n i ■"

difficult to pick a f

®.'-"""'^<^ance was so beautiful and inspiring that

our audienc^was the??'
was the feast of thp T

. .

'"spired by Gregorian modes. Each

^

'
<r with

^it was

^hat seemed to appeal njos^clay

to

which was especially fitting since

^ -Immaculate Conception.

impossible not to mention the honor that was conferred

the
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Dominican College by the Choir with this concert since it was the only school
in the United States at which the Choir gave a concert.
The following is the program:

Greetings to the American People

Fefice

Tu es Petrus

Perosi

O Salutaris Hostia

Perosi

Laucla te Dominum

Palestrina

Benedictus Qui Venit

Perosi

Alleluia

Perosi

Dominum Jesu Christe

Perosi

Tota Pulchra Es

Palestrina

Ave Maria
Evsultate Deo

Vittoria
Palestrina
}{c

ij:

s|c

^

^

PI■■yllida Ashley, held^ recital
of pianoforte music hy Constance Beardsley a
at the School of i\rusic on Tuesday evening, ecem
th, 1923, at 8 o'clock. The program :

Turkish March
Beethoven
(From The Ruins of Athens)

Romania

Arensky

Waltz

Concerto A minor

Paderewski

(First ^Movement)
Phyllida Ashley

Concerto A minor

(First ]\Iovement)
Constance Beardsley

Danse Afacahre

•4:

Verntv'^^
1923

❖

=1=

Grieg
Saint-Saens

*

concert of the season was given hy Kaejeton Atth ^,he'r 18
reader, in Angelico Hall, Tuesday evening, Dec

^eron"
°^'°cks. It consisted of the following:
nica Dickev
^.
.<Tho T 1- AT •'

^ajetan Attl—

Lady Gregory

Traveling Alan
Renie

1- Legende

11' An Illustrated Description of the Harp.
P a A Sketch
b Lucia di Lammermoor

ttt

c ATarionette Dance
d

Valse

Donizetti
...Tedeschi
Verdalle
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The next entertainment licid in Artist Series at School of Music. Domin

ican College. San Rafael, under management. Alice Metcalf. was held on
A\'ecinesday evening. January 30th. 1''24. at 8 o'clock. It was given by Pro
fessor .Anthony l!I;mks. subject: "Romance of Southern Tdterature."

On Wednesday evening. I'ebruarv 20. P)24 the Svmphonic Ensemble of
San Francisco rendered the following program :
I. Trio, C Minor, Op. 38

.

.

.

.

.

.A. Gretchaninow

Allegro .A])passionato
I.cnto .Xssai

.Allegro \'i\ace

Mr. .Saslavsky. Mr. Gegna and .Mr. Hart
II. Sonata, F Major, Sjiring. Op. 24

Beethoven

Allegro

Adagio molto ICspressivo
Scherzo-Allegro .M(,]to

Rondo-.Allegro ma non Trooiio
'-ind Mr. Sasiav.skv

ill. a. Sonata-First Movement

'

Eccles

b. Rhapsody Ilongroise for "Cello
Txr c
IV.
Septette Op. 65

.

.

Popper-L'S^*^
Air. Hart

_

^ Saint-Saens

(For Trumpet, Tvvo Violios. Viola, ■Ce'llo, Cm.trabasa a„<l
Proambttle, .Mlegro Moclcrato
Almuet

Intermede-Andante
Gavotte et Final
5k

Evera?d"Alevnem

Gra.ia Carbone, contralto, (

Katharine
N^to Bmner, as accompanist,
Charles Santley
Heuschel,
Katharme Norton
gaveand
the Sir
thirdGeorge
concert,
season 192
at the School of Music. The following program w.as rendered:
I. IIMiobelfuoco

.

II- a Affani del pcnsier
1

.

_

_

Recitative and Air

.

di Sol

d Gia il sole dal gange

,^c\)

.

T-N
Danza,
danza fanciulla,From Ottavie
.
.

■ bCs:r,

Marcello, (1683-17-'

.

.

.

.

.

Handel (1683-V'

.
■

.

.

, i7:;5)

Durante

. Scarlatti
Caldara (16^1-1
(167 - 7^5)
■

•

■
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c—Mein Schwan

.

.

d—Wilst du dein herz

e—Nachtigal!
IV. a—Nuit d'Espagne
b—L'esclave

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

Grieg

by a pupil of Bach

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

Brahms
Massenett
•

V. a—Irish Folk Song

Lalo

Arthur Foote

b—Long Ago
.
c—I've been roaming

.
.

.

*

Jj:

.

.

.

.

MacDowell
. Horn

*

The Feast of St. Patrick was celebrated with a fitting program of enter

tainment which took place on Monday evening, March 17th at 8 o clock in
Angelico Hall. Following was tlie program ;
Love's Arbutus
.
.
.
.
.
.
.Ancient Irish
Dominican Cfillege Choral

'Celtic Literature"—Professor Benj. H. Lehman, University of California.
Irish Noel

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ruth Williams

The Singer

.

.Augusta Holmes
Padraic Pearse

MacDara, the Singer

Ruth Marion

Colm, his Brother

Helen \\ alsh

Claire ni Fhiannachta, Mother of MacDara Clare Graham
Sighle
Mary .Shallue
^laoilsheachlainn, a Schoolmaster
Carol Hanigan
Cuimin Fanna

Leslie Jacobs

"ggj. C)iarmaid of the Bridge

^e. Me if All Those Fndearing Young Charms"

Laura Dollard

Dominican College Choral

Alusic, on Wednesday evening, April 9th, 1924, piesente

Concert I leVlusic
of following
San Francisco,
who entertained in the fouit
seasonSociety
with the
program;
^clmbert

Quartet for Strings, D minor (posthumous)
.Allegro
.Andante con moto

("Death and the iMaideu")

Scherzo (allegro molto)
Presto
B

•■^•Vs-Buys

Quintet, D major
for Flute and Strings
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"And tliere were shepherds ainding in the field, keep
ing watch over their flock ])y night."
"And Lo: the Angel of the I.ord came upon them,
and the glory of the Lord shone around about them."
"And there came W ise Men from the East to
Worship the Child."

4.

"I bring you good tidings of great joy. for unto you
is born this day a Saviour."

III. Tschaikowsky

.Andante Cantabile

Fritz Kreisler
GraiiiPfer

Scherzo

•Mollv-on-the-Shore"

lor String Quartet

the evening
^i

a very interesting program
W ednesday, April thirtieth, which
included the following:

Prelude

I.

.

.

•

.

.

•

.

.

.

Intermezzo (1640-1/43) .
(Transcribed for piano-manuscript)
Tambourin (1683-1764)

II.

Rameau

Prelude Op. 28, No. 22
Prelude Op. 28, No. 24

^

'

•

.

•

Rameai-Godwsky
.

Etude No. 1

■

•

•

.

.

.

"

•

•

.

.

Debussy
Debussy

Rachmanino^

"

,

The Sunken Cathedral
Nights in Granada.
Serenade

.

All Convent

•

.

•

•

Allegro Appassionato

Chopi"

Chopin
Chopin
Chopin
Chopin

Mazurka )Posthumos)
Etude (Revolutionary)
IV.

•

Vivaldi-Elkus

.

Tambotmne (Transcription,

III.

on

•
*

.

.

.

•

.

.

•

.

.

Rorodine

Saint-Saens

*

medieval pageant of craft plays
by
he DOMINICANpresented
COLLEGE
of SAN RAFAEL

^
sented in the simnL m

SAIURDAY, 3 MAY, 1924.

which to the modern iidndT

^

the mystery cycles the plays are pt

reverence mingled with broad hnn^^^;

T the audience is to take
take tl/^7'^
the point
of disedification.
the playsfl^amt
m thetospirit
in which
they were wr.tte
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it must surrender itself to being both edified and amused by the same per
formance, not disedified because amused, or dull because edified.
Ancient Fiddle tunes and Ballads

Begone, Dull Care, Come Lassies, and Lads
Sumer is Icumen in.

Sumer is icumen in,
Lhiide sing cuccu!
Groweth sed, and bloweth med.

And springeth the wude nu—

Sing cuccu!
A we bleteth after lomb,
Lhouth after calve cu ;

Bulluc sterteth, bncke vertcth,

iMurie sing cue !
Cuccu, cuccu, well singes thu, cuccu:
Ne swike thu naver nu ;

Sing cuccu, nu, sing cuccu.

Sing cuccu, sing cuccu, nu!

Pageant Procession forms in front of the Administration Building at
ORDER OF PAGEA.VT

J^ralds on foot, iMarshals on horse back. Armourers, Pageant of

Eve
' Sword
Ho

,

Dancers, Musicians, Mariners, Pageant of Noah ant t ie

ornpipe Dancers, Tumblers, Scriveners, Pageant of Abraham and s ,
ocessus Prophetarum: Fee., esoastocs.. Bishops, Abbots, Mon s, r

^"'■tiers. Ballad Singers, Cooks, Milkmaids, Piemen; Maypole dancers an

Dancers; St. George's Play; Jack in the Bo.x Dancers; Pedd e ,
Clowns, Merry Makers.

PERSONS IN TI~IE PLAYS

CvH
Pageant—y\dam
and Performances
Eve ( from theat 2York
Townley
ycles), T-pig Pergola
at Edgehill.
and 3and
o cloc
,p
ceded and followed by the Sword Dancers.
Deus
Carol Hanigan

Sathanas

Angelus
Adam
Eve

Dolour

Miserye

Elvira Favilla

Bernice Daily

Marion Wilson
Leslie Jacobs
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St. George and the Dragon—Tlie Lawn of Edgeliill, performances at 2:30
and 3:30 o'clock: preceded and followed by The Morris Dance
St. George of England....Katherine Magenbarth
King Alfred
X'csta Eorni

King .Alfrefl's Qncen

.Merle McCnllongh

Old King Cole
Giant Blnnderbore

Mary Latrobe
.Afarion Doyle
[..enora McW'ada

I^ittle Jack
Old Dr. Ball

The Old l^ragon

Mary Shallue

The iVferrv .Xiirlrcw

Monic Rndkin

THE MARY.VARS

PAtHCWT

Noah and the Ark—(Townley Cycle), The Lawn at Meadowlands; perform

ance at 2:00 and 3:00 o'clock, preceded and followed by The Dance of the
Mariners.

Dens
^oah

Mildred Belmonte
INfarie Serff

Wife of Noah

Helen Moroney

3 Sons of Noah

Elizabeth Oppenheimer

Muriel Jolinston, Helen Frizzell

Wives of Noah's Sons
Nina O'Day
.... Catherine Wempe, Virginia Kennedy
Raven

Dove

Mollie Golden

Leslie Jones

THE SCRIVENERS PAGEANT

Abraham's Sacrifice of Isaac (from the Brome MS.)—Court behind the Ad
ministration Building; performance at 4:00 o'clock.
Dominius

Abraham
jsaac

Hulda Moorhead

R"lh Marion
Claire Graham

Angelus
Doctor

Margaret Bannon
Clara Wilson

DANCE OF JUMPING JACKS

Maypole Dance—Lawn beside the Administration Building, at 3:30 o'clock.

THEFIREBRAND
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REVIVED HERE

By Red fern Mason

Everything- was mediaeval in Dominican College grounds yesterday
afternoon except the visitors.

Guided by the faculty the students gave a pageant. They acted four
of the old miracle plays; they sang" music, some of which was of respectable
age when Columbus sighted the new worhl; they danced measures that are
celebrated in Shakespeare.

The idea, 1 suspect, was jjedag'og^ical.

It was to enable the students

to enter into the spirit of the culture of .Merrie England by, as far as possi
ble, living it in their own lives. The yOung people took the scrip of the

"Adam and Eve" play, the broader comedy of "Noah and the Ark, the
popular fooling of "St. George and the Dragon" and the simple tragedy of
"Abraham and Isaac."

They edited the text and they were the actors.

The result was as lo\ ely a rc\'ivific^ition of the genius of days dead and
gone as the heart of humanist could desire. The reverend simplicity of the

old plays was brought home to us like a new revelation.

W e listened with

a kind of tender awe to the coHocjuy^ of God and our first parents; we laughed
at the recalcitrant humor of Mrs. Noah ; the dragon in the St. George play was
drolly fearsome; the story of .Abraham and Isaac moved us deeply.

The ark was a joy, with the elephant peeping out of the window,
Grimalkin laughing, the little pullet-like birds dancing and the monkeys fur
nishing "business."

It was sheer heartease, knights and ladies, craftsmen, clerics, angels and

the old serpent and God Himself threaded the glades in procession.

They

.sang old songs; there was dancing of sarabande and morris; the maypole was
plaited; tumblers arlded their antics; it was a very riot of old-time merri
ment.

The musician in me rejoiced to he<lr the old rota, ".Stimer is ictimen
in," "Greenselaves" and ballads like "Lord Rendel" and "Barbara Allen."

These ditties are the very May(lower of English music, and the girls sang
them as if they loved them.

The pageaitt did honor to its prr)du<;ers and to those who participated
in it.
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BOOK REVIEWS
FANCIES VERSUS FADS
Gilbert K. Chesterton

Some critics say of Chesterton that lie is at his hcst in li.q^hter vein.

"Fancies Versus Fads" is written in this lighter vein and whether the reader
ao'rees with the critic or not, the book will he found most enjoyable. The

variety of topics touched on may be suggested hv selecting a few of the
essay titles: "The Romance of Rhyme." "Hamlet and the Psycho-Analyst,"
"The Slavery of Free Verse," "On Reing an Old Rean," "The Boredom of
Butterflies," "Milton and Merry England," "Is Darwin Dead." "A Note on
Old Nonsense." dhe point of view from which Chesterton writes is given

by him in the introduction:
"I only want to submit that this frivolity is the last lingering form of
freedom .. . . In short the note of these notes, so to speak, is that it is only
from the normal standpoint that all the nonsense in the

world takes on

something of the wild interest of wonderland.
It is we ordinary, humdrum
people who can enjoy eccentricity as a sort of elfland, where the eccentrics are
too serious to know that they are elves."

While the subject is handled in a light way, the reader feels the author
has given it serious thought and has treated the whole in a logical, philoso

phical way. Under the lightness one sees the author's capacity for deep
seriousness, his views and principles, anrl one feels that Chesterton is well
worth reading and knowing.
—M. S. '25
MEMORIES OF THE FUTURE
1915—1972

Ronald A. Knox

fGeorge hi. Doran.j

Oi)al, Lady Porstock in the year 1988, being sixty-two years old decides
to write tile memories of her life, she claims the writing to be an arduous
task but she manages to recollect quite fully.

She gives an account o

politics, education, rural and urban life, clothes, conventions, travel, social
habits, and anything else which has radically changed between 1924 and
1972.

,

,

. , ■ ,1 r

Mr Knox's depiction of life twenty or forty years hence is highly

imaginative and original. He gives us bits of narration of a satirical nature
which are delightful, but one feels that the rest of the story is straining to
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come up to the standard of these few choice places.

A somewhat forced

extravagance is the air of a book which is heaped with unusual details so
that the reader may be convinced that it is the future of which he reads, and
yet here lies the book's princi]3al fault—its unconvincingness. His ideas are
possible but not probable ; a little far-fetched, a little overdone, and sti on
the whole an unusual and quite amusing narrative.

MARTIN PIPPIN IN THE APPLE ORCHARD
Eleanor Fargeon

Indeed the title sounds like the name of some Grammar School le ' ^
book, but he who reads "Martin Pippin' is filled with a spirit o
and sheer delight in living.

nlot

The author, a modern English writer, has taken an

and developed it into an amazingly refreshing novel; m ac i s

,

plicity and blitheness of spirit is its virtue an ^
quently however, one meets with the current of gent e, one i g
satire and clever wit. which runs through a spirit o

subtle

' 'q

It permeates the story with a delicious .spice and life all its o vn.

^ js

quite in love with Martin Pippin, his candid, tact" '''P

and vivacious yet suave manner, make him
Martin Pippin in walking down
country boy. who is weeping.

morning meets a

'oad

PIis tale o v

consent to his

daughter and she loves him. but the o c

precious key is kept by

daughter's marriage, and has locked her up.

^^^d guard the

six tender young milkmaids, who are .sw

prison. Think how fierce an encounter wi

would be, and to add to

^^.^gggfi

the dangers there is a duck-pond that las o^^^^
crossing the pond, and with song an

r e^

cious guards—the sworn man-hateis.

Martin succeeds in

approval of the six feroprison of

^,aidens who by this time adore

the farmer's daughter from the six an

Martin Pippin as much as you will

Fargeon's "Martin Pippin in the Apple Uic

\y

finished reading Eleanor
-L. J.

R. U. R-

Karel Capek

Needless to say this review will not be snatched tip by the leading

papers of the country, nor doubtless will George Nathan or Heytvood Rroim

THE
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appreciate it. but as everyone lias ]in<l bis say aliniit the "R. I'. R.", I feel
that I am entitled to express my oiiiiiion.
Ever since I fell asleep in a hotel 1<)1)1)\- listeninpf to an acquaintance
tell of its womlers, 1 have avoided it with reliq-ious fervor.
Rut finally I
succumbed, although now other people have probably forq-otten it.
Such

thing's sometimes ha|)pcn to two-year-old bor)ks.
It isn't reallv a book because it's a iday.

"S'es. a play of three acts

and an epilogue by Karel Capek. and besides this it is a most brilliant satire
on industrial society. The story is of the manufacture of mechanical men,
the Robots, ivho as Domin says in the ld<-l^^ "M>' dear Miss Glory, the Robots

are not people.

Mechanically they are nu>re perfect than we are. they have

an enormousb' developed intclligenee. but the^■ ha\'e no soul.

It is happens

that in experimenting with these Robots. Doctor hall transforms them into
human beings, beginning bv de\'elo]ii!i_g "their irritabilit_\'.
This leads to a
revolt of the Robots, who kill every human except one old man who they
think, has the formula for the manufacture of Robots.

But the formula has been burnetl and the Ixobots realize that their vic

tory is of no value. Finally the passion of love finds Helena and Primus,
and a soul is born in them; they are no longer Robots.
.Alquist. the last
man tells them "Go y\dam. go Eve, the world is vours."
This satire reminds
one of Shaw in parts, and 1 think the third act the best clima.x I have ever

read. It is so strange, so very mad. it makes one feel to])sy turvy. R. U. R.
means Rossoms Universal Robots, but of course it hei.ghtens the mystery as
R. U. R., the initials are so inspiring that you read the book even if you don't
know what a "physiological correlate" is.

Just think, we might be reading

"Uncle Tom's Cabin" vet if Mrs. .Stowe had only thought of puhlishing it as

U. T. C.
—R. M. '24

THE LAST MILE

STONE

Emma R. Saylor
"The Last Mile Stone" consists of a series of letters which weave to

gether a sympathetic love story, full of human understanding and pathos.

The author is earnest and unpretentious in presenting her message.

Frankly it is a plea for better understanding and treatment of the aged in the
old peoples Homes. It is an embodiment of Mrs. Saylor's ideals and what
she believes can be done in this line of work when the right philosophy and

attitude of mind toward old people is followed.

In regards the development

of the "House of Peace" which Edith, the main character is creating, Edith
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herself says, "With my old people I am painting a picture in life and my

figures are real people, interesting individualities, with the background of a
fruitful past who know life as it really is because they have been part of it so
long."

Mrs. Saylor's story is concrete, alive.

Tt deals with emotions which

are vital inevitable, emotions wbicb no human soul can withstand; the pangs

of death, the joy of accomplishment and creation, petty irritating struggles
which occur in the course of daily routine, and the serenity of young love, in
contrast to Edith's more mature love, the great inexplicable yearning for the
man she knows will be ber salvation.

In Edith, Mrs. Saylor has created a remarkable appealing forceful
acter.

Sbe has endowed her primarily with a keen, intelligent mind, an a
patient faith in humanity. Then ber broad sense of humor and justice, ler
energy and the fact that she too at times has blundered, felt

weary prove to us that sbe is human, and we love ber. Through i
can see Mrs. Saylor herself, her capabilities, her ideals, and no doimt,
only the slightest variation, the story of her own life, a life that to the on
world seemed so gay and brilliant, but in reality was so truly tra^,
brave.

^ j >97
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SONGS and YELLS
hail, DOMINICAN!

Hail, hail, Dominican, we love thee;
Hear thy glories now.

Truth is thy soul, honor a star upon thy brow.
High beat the hearts that call thee mother;
Nature loves thee too,

And weaves in her loom a mantle of bloom,
Ah, we love thee, Alma Mater.

Hail, hail, Dominican, we love thee •
Hear thy children's praise.
shalt be ever a light to guide our ways.
Life lies untried, but it shall find us
To thy counsels true;

Thus may we show, thus shalt thou know,
How we love thee. Alma Mater

?

1

Hurrah, hurrah the gold is on the top.
Hurrah, hurrah the white shall never drop.
For we re the girls of D. C. school.

Our fame shall never stop.
rah, RAH, RAH for our team.
*

*

experience

Our team so straight and tall
We are the best of all
We always get the ball
I'm telling you

And when the game is done
You may be sure we've won
(spoken)

How in the world did you find that out?
EXPERIENCE!
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ALL HAIL

Dominican—Domincan

Our school to us so dear

We'll cherish you, we'll honor you
Through all the future years.

Your flag unfolds the white and gold
Beloved you'll always be
And from our hearts, you'll never part
All hail!

All hail !

DRUM

YELL

(Spell)
D—O—M

D—Q—M

I—C—A

D—O—M—I—N!
I—C—A—N!

I—C—A

(to drum time)
D—O—M—I—N—1—C—A—N!
(say)

D—O—M—I—N—I—C—A—N!

DOMINICAN!
DOMINICAN!
RAH!

BE BI BUS
BE

BI

BUS

WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH US?

NOTHING AT ALL—NOTHING AT ALL

FOR WE'RE THE GIRLS THAT BEAT THEM ALL
(spell)
D—O—M—I—N—I-C-A-N
DOMINICAN
DOMINICAN
RAH!

(repeat whole yell faster)

WOOOO

SIREN YELL
WOOO
WOOOO

YEEEE
GOLD AND

YEEEE
WHITE

WIN

THIS

WOOOO

YEEEE

WOW!
YOW!

WOOOO

WOW!

FIGHT

WOOO
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SP K

L

(Slowl)—sliarp)
D
O
(faster)

T

X

1

C

A

N

D-O-^r-I-X—I—C—A—X

(faster)
D-O—M—I—X—I—C—A—X
(sav)
D()A[TXICAX!

*

=!=

WE'RE GOING TO WIN THE GAME

We're going to win this game todaj^ or know the reason why
Our forwards are like lightningOncl our centers touch the sky.

To get a goal we will always fight
So giv'e nine rahs for ahe gold and whiae
So Rah! Rah! Rah!

Dominican

We're going to win today!

*

t-

CHEER FOR D. C.

Cheer for the gold and white, girls,
Cheer for our own D. C.

Hailing her name on high (Rah, rah)
We're with you all through the fight, girls
With your vim and pep you will be
The winners today so together let's say
For D. C. victory.

ifftrnrVi

L-

N

^^There is no betterplace to ride'.

ftrsonal Attention
to Children.Well
Trained,Reliable
Horses. Private

Horses Boarded^
MARIN RIDING ACADEMY
808 THIRD ST. SAN RAFAEL.CAL

A.L.STEWART,MGR. PH0N£SANRAfAa79

T H F.

MERCANTILE TRUST COMPANY
OF
SAN

CALIFORNIA
RAFAEL BRANCH

COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE,
SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS.

EDWIN T. COMAN, Manager

7C

Advisory Board:
J. K. ARMSBY
J. C. RAAS
EDWIN

S. K. HERZOG
MILTON ESBERG
T. COMAN

WOULD YOU

GET AHEAD?

"You can buy a thousand dollar savings
account on the installment plan just as
easily as anything else."
Almost every

thing can he bought on installments,
nowadays.
Why not apply the same

idea to your savings?

Put a definite

sum into the hank every week, just as

though you had to do it—it won't he long
before you have a real ban k account—

paying interest to you instead of you
paying out interest with installments.

TAMALPAIS

BANK

HOTALING BUILDING,
SAN RAFAEL, CALIF.

COMMERCIAL

'The Home Bank''

Marin peed and puel Co.
HAY, GRAIN, WOOD, COAL, FEED

SAN RAFAF.I,

::

SAN ANSELMO

San Raf.acl <S9—Phone—San Ansclmo 89

Privileges Extended
239 POST ST.,SAN FRANCISCO

L

Greetings from the—

alumnae

Compliments of—

CLASS of '26

J. A. BRYANT
GENBRAL CONTRACTOR
185 Stevenson Street
SAN FRANCISCO

ALBERT

M. CAULDWELL

ARCHITECT

251 Kearny St.
SAN FRANCISCO

F-U-R-S
A FONDNESS
FOR LUXURY

GASSNER furs,in which a more elegant appear
ance is simply the faithful expression of supeior excellence in every detail.

No attempt to make cheapness a reason for buy
ing them—just the idea that quality shall be the reason
for wanting them.

'issuer mc
112-114 GEARY STREET

SAN FRANCISCO

Ice Department

Main Office: 1301 4th St.

Phone: S. R. 920

PHONE 5. R. 2-1

SAN

RAFAEL

ICE

CO.

F. P. GRADY, Manager

Can't Forget

—

Voting Age

PHONE 21 (TWENTY-ONE)

W M.

F.

WILSON

CO.

PLUMBING

STEAM and

HOT WATER HEATING

328 Mason Street, San Francisco

Phone Sutter 357

I. MAGNIN <Sl CO.
GRANT AVE. at GEARY, SAN FRANCISCO

SPECIALIZING IN

APPROPRIATE APPAREL
AND ACCESSORIES
FOR THE COL
LEGE MISS

If you are unable to shop in person communicate
with our

SHOPPING SERVICE BUREAU,

under the direction of Alice Chipman Smith who

will be glad to perform any service for us

:

:

PATRONIZE—

SHUMATE'S
PRESCRIPTION

PHARMACIES

1—Sutter and Devisadero Streets.

11—Market & Entrance S. P. Bldg.

2—Haight and Masonic Avenue.

12—Clement Street, and 2nd Avenue.

3—Sacramento and Presidio Ave.

13—Polk and Washington Streets.
—Geary Street and 18th Avenue.

4—Post and Kearny Streets.
5—Carl & Cole Streets.

15—Eddy and Taylor Streets.

6—Union & Steiner Sts.

16—Fillmore and Sacramento Streets.

7—Powell & Sutter Sts.

17—Geary Street and 10th Avenue.

8—Valencia & 16th Sts.

18—Mason and Pacific Streets.

9—California & 23rd Ave.

19—Fulton & Masonic Ave.

10—Bush & Hyde Streets.

20—9th Avenue and Judah Street.

PRESCRIPTION ACCURACY
Look for your NEAREST SHUMATE STORE

The Hibernia Savings and

Loon Society
HIBERNIA

BANK

Incorporated 1864

Cor. Market, McAllister and

Jones Streets,
SAN FRANCISCO

4ft 4ft
■

ASSETS

_

_

—

RESERVE FUND

—

—

$78,569,362.96
3,950,243.06

OPEN DAILY FROM 10 A. M. TO 3 P. M.
SATURDAYS FROM 10 A. M. TO 12 M.

ft|ft

OPEN SATURDAY EVENINGS FROM 6 TO 8 O'CLOCK
FOR DEPOSITS ONLY.

PREPARED PRODUCTS
PRODUCE PROFITS

FEE D—

The Foods that Have a

A. F. TOMASINl

A Real Food Value.

HARDARE CO.

A PROPER FEED for EVERY

PETALUMA, CALIF.

POULTRY

NEED

Price and Samples Free
PETALUMA, CALIF.

EDWARD W. BROWN CO.

EAT MORE ICE CREAM—

FOOD SPECIALISTS
"In the case of the sick or conva
lescent, there is no better method

of administering fuel — another

Exclusive Purveyors in

Food Supplies to
Hotels, Restaurants, Cafeterias,
Institutions, Bakeries

name for calories—than by ice
cream, in that it

contains both

milk-fat and sugar, two of the best
sources of energy available to the
body, in addition to the two
vitamines so necessary." — M. E.
Jaffa, Professor of Nutrition, Uni
versity of California.

Phone Kearny 1343
National Ice Cream is the richest

portion of milk in its most deli

Private Exchange Connecting

cious and tempting form.

All Departments

51-53 Main Street

-

San Francisco

National Ice Cream Co.

JAMES A. MORGAN
Mrs. Belle De Graf says—

jeweler
"I always use Sperry Drift Snow
Flour in my baking, because of
Its never-failing quality."

D. C. Class Rings, Fraternity Pins
TO

Designs Submitted for Pins

BE

SURE

Use Sperry Drifted Snow Flour

and Graduation Gifts

Room 659 Phelan BIdg. (Sixth Floor)
SAN FRANCISCO

J. D. BENNETT

Complimens of—

JEWELER and
Dr. T. I. C. BARR
OPTICIAN

CHEDA BUILDING

Fourth & C Streets, San Rafael, Cal.

San Rafael

California

JUSTINIAN CAIRE CO.
Compliments of—

Importers and
Manufacturers of

ASSAYERS' APPLIANCES,

Dr. N. S. HALSEY

Laboratory Glassware

573-75 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

San Rafael

California

Phone Market 904

S. A. Estus, Mgr.

Charles T. Lund, Mgr.

ACME BEDDING CO.
HENRY HESS CO
MATTRESS RENOVATING
All work guaranteed
LUMBER

M ILL WORK
Salesroom:

BUILDING MATERIAL

Crystal Palace Market

Factory:

5.

122 10th St., San Francisco, Gal.

q Better Rest Mattresses sold only
at our factory and Crystal Palace
Market.

Phone: San Rafael 742

Third St. at Union Depot, San Rafael

Couirk CTompany
216 PINE STREET

Compliments of the—

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

THE ONLY CALIFORNIA

FAVILLA - BRICCA

Altar HSinrs
HAVING

FURNITURE CO.
SAN FRANCISCO

THE

UNQUALIFIED

AND

COMMENDATION

THE BISHOPS

APPROVAL

OF ALL

OF CALIFORNIA

Couirk Compnnij

[o]

QUALITY

SERVICE

ECONOMY

COFFIN REDINGTON CO.

—►

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS

—

■x*

N. J. PHELAN
DRUGGIST
—Distributors for—
The Rexall Store

Parke Davis & Go's. Biologies
and Pharmaceuticals

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Phone: S. A. 56

San Anselmo, Cal.

Telephones:

THE McCOY

CO.

S. R. 682

Res. S. R. 312-J

761 Mission Street,
opp. St. Patrick's Church

GEO. A. SHIELDS
The Largest Catholic Church Good's
House West of Chicago.

PLUMBING,

FURNACE

and

SHEET METAL WORK

—Importers of—

ITALIAN, GERMAN,

Water Pipe and Patent Chimneys

FRENCH and
BELGIUM
Goods

Call and See Our Display!

PRICES on APPLICATION

Shop: 303 Third St.

-

San Rafael

You will thoroiif^hly appreciate-

CAS WELL'S
National Crest

COFFEE

A

CEO.

W.

442 SECOND STREET

CASWELL

-

-

-

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO

When you want the Coin Ship your Cream to the

WESTERN

refrigerating CO.

Highest cash price xiaid for all grades of
E QGS

Manufacturers of fancy Creamery

B u'DT ER
Lot^ or Loss

PETALUMA, CALIFORNIA

Telephone 5

MATT V. BRADY
BUILDER

Monadnock Building,
SAN FRANCISCO

C<.>inpliiiicnt.s of—

PETALUMA DRUG CO.

Look for this seal of Victor quality
and insist on it.

SCOTT

&.

CO.

HARDWARE,

PAINTS, OILS and
SPORTING

GOODS

Ayents for W. P. Fuller & Co.'s I'aint.s for F.very Purpose

San Rafael, Calif.

835 Fourth Street

dodge, SWEENEY

&

CO.

wholesale grocers

Telephone: Douglas 6800
PREPARED PRODUCTS

San Francisco
—

PRODUCT PROFITS !

Feed GEMCO POULTRY FOODS—
The Foods that have a ReaL.Food Value

A Proper Feed fof Every Poultry Need!
Prices and Samples FREE.

GOLDEN

eagle

MILLING

PETALLMA, CALIF.

CO.

try-

table QUEEN or CLOVER BRAND BUTTER
—Manufactured by the—

PETALUMA CO-OPERATIVE CREAMERY
Owned and Controlled by
DAIRYM EN

-x:

CALIFORNIA

PETALUMA

HALLAWELL

SEED COMPANY
258 MARKET STREET
Compliments of—

San Francisco, California

MARIN COUNTY
MILK CO.
SAN RAFAEL

SEEDS

PLANTS

BULBS

Catalogue Mailed free on Application

HOTEL

RAFAEL

Two Blocks from Dominican College

SPECIAL RATES for PARENTS VISITING the SCHOOL

Manager: W. C. JURGENS
Resident Manager: W. B. O'CONNELL

ST. JOSEPH

HOME AND HOSPITAL

STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

Capacity 125 Beds

Complete X-Ray Laboratory

Modern Surgery

tir

SCHOOL OF NURSING ACCREDITED BY STATE BOARD

COMPLIMENTS OF—

DR. RAFAEL G. DUFFICY
SAN RAFAEL,
CALIFORNIA

GOOD WISHES FROM THE-

CLASS OF 1927

The Bank of Service

Capital

$200,000.00

Surplus
Deposits

$100,000.00
$2,588,536.89

OFF tCERS :

M. J. PEDROTTI
E. B. McNEAR—

President
Vice-President

T. L. CRANE

Treasurer

W. P. MURRAV

Cashier

A. C. LATNO

Asst. Cashier

W. M. CRANE.—,

Asst. Cashier

\
DIRECTORS:

M. J. PEDROTTI

T. L- CRANE

E. B. McNEAR
ROBT. TRUMBULL

cy

J. A. SAUNDERS
W. P. MURRAY
A. M. NEWHALL

Hitchcock

Military

Academy
SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA

A SELECT BOARDING SCHOOL
FOR

BOYS

0\6ns ^ f \

sana inl / 1^
corporel /
\sano

Forty-seventh Year Begins September 3, 1924—Catalog on Request.
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